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The situation when a finite group H acts by automorphisms on a finite 
group G has been studied in some detail. One aspect of this situation which 
has not been much discussed is the following question: What possible sets of 
orbit sizes can arise under such actions? Certainly the answer will depend on 
the structures of G and H. In this paper we do not answer this question 
completely but, by considering a related problem, discover some conditions 
which must be met by that set of orbit sizes under certain conditions on G 
and H. 
Suppose that 7~ is the set of primes involved in (GI and K = O,,(H). If 
H/K is nilpotent, then Theorem 1.5 asserts that if x E G is in an H orbit of 
size m and y E G is in an H orbit of size n with (m, n) = 1, then xy is in an 
H orbit of size mn. This is the main result of the paper. We see that under 
these conditions on G and H, this result precludes a set of orbit sizes 
containing integers nz and n with (m, n) = 1 unless the set also includes the 
integer mFi. 
The proof of Theorem 1.5 depends heavily on Theorem 1.10. The 
statement of Theorem 1.10 is as follows: 
Let H act on G by automorphisms with (1 Gj, ) HI) = 1. Suppose that 
)VX = yz with w’, X, y, z E G and (I ~1’~ 1 ) yH 1, JxHj jz”]) = 1. Then y - ‘1~ = 
Z-Y-’ = u is an H fixed point. 
When G and H satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5, Theorem 1.10 can 
be used to give a lower bound on the number of orbits of size mn in terms of 
the number of orbits of size m, the number of orbits of size n, and I C,(H)\. If 
I @Jo/ is the number of orbits of size r, then Theorem 1.21 asserts that 
l~P,,,ll~,~~~l~I~,II~,,l~ 
We remark that this paper can be thought of as extending the results of 
the paper Degrees of sums in a separable field extension, Isaacs [2]. The 
main result of that paper is included in the text as Theorem 1.4. 
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Let G and H be finite groups and assume that H acts by automorphisms 
on G. For x E G, let xH = (x’ 1 h E H}. Suppose that x, y E G with lxH / = m 
and IJ~~(= II. What can we say about ((x~)~ /? This question will be our 
main concern in this paper. 
Since (XJJ)~ = xhyh, tt is clear that I(xJ~)“/ < mn. However, without further 
restritions, not a great deal more can be said. For example, let Y be a vector 
space of dimension 5 over some finite field with characteristic different 
from 2. The symmetric group on 5 letters Es acts on V by permuting a basis. 
Let e, and ez be two members of this basis. First, let x= e, and y =-e;‘. 
ThenIxHj=/~Hj=5,but1(~~)Hl=1.Nowletx=e,andy=e,.Inthiscase 
(x” ( = / yH ( = j(x~!)~/ = 5. Finally, let x = e, and j’ = e3. We observe that 
\A?( = / yHI = 5, but ((~y)~j = 10. These examples illustrate the variety of 
possibilities without further hypotheses. 
Now assume that (m, rt) = 1. This assumption gives us much more control 
over what is occurring because of the following well-known lemma. 
(11. p. 23 1 I). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let H and K be subgroups of G with (G : HI = m. 
IG:Kl=n,and(m,n)=l. Then G=HKand/G:HnKl=mn. 
The reason this lemma is of use to us is as follows: Since ix” j = 1y1 and 
1 yH 1 = 17. it follows that 1 H: H-,1 = m and /H: HX/ = n. Hence Lemma 1. Z 
asserts that H,H, = H. But since H is transitive on .s?’ and H, fixes x, it is 
necessarily the case that H, is transitive on xH. We therefore obtain 
LEMMA 1.2. Let H act by automorphism on G. Suppose there exist .Y. 
yEG with Ix”j=m, (yH/=n, and (m,n)= 1. Then 
(1) H = H,H,., 
(2) H,. is transitive on -t-H and H, is transitive on J,“. and 
(3 j H is transitive on S = ((117, z j ( w E x”. z E yN }- where (w, 3)” = 
( wh, z”). 
ProoJ We have already proved (1) and (2). Observe that /S ( = tnn. 
Clearly, H(,,,, = H, n H,. Lemma 1.1 then tells us that /H: H,.,. ;,,I = mn. 
Therefore 1(x, y)“l= mn and (x, y)H = S. 1 
We have a map 19: S + G given by (IV, z) + IVZ. Lemma 1.2 gives us that H 
is transitive on S and hence 19 maps S onto (xJ~)~. Clearly 8 is 1-I if and 
only if for every (w, z) E S, xy = u’z implies x = IV. But I(xJ)“I = mn if and 
only if 6 is l-l. Since there is an h E H such that xA = II’ and yh = z for any 
1.1’ E xH and z E ~1~ we have proved 
LEMMA 1.3. Let H act on G by automorphisms. Suppose that there e.sist 
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x, y E G with jxH ( = m, j yH I= n, and (m, n) = 1. Then ((~y)~ I# mn if and 
on& if there is an h E H such that (~4))~ = xy but xh #x. 
Notice that the hypotheses of Lemma 1.3 are identical to those of 
Lemma 1.2. For the sake of brevity, from now on we shall say that any two 
groups G and H possessing these properties satisfy (*). Also, from now on H 
acts on G means H acts by automorphisms on G. 
Unfortunately, the fact that G and H satisfy (*) is neither necessary nor 
sufficient to imply that I(xJ)“\ = mn. It is easy to construct examples where 
(m, n) > 1 but I(xy)“l = mn. On the other hand, let G be Z,, the symmetric 
group on 3 letters, and let H= G act on itself by conjugation. Then there is 
an H orbit of size 3, and one of size 2, but there is no H orbit of size 6. 
Hence some additional hypothesis is necessary to conclude that 
((xy)“) = mn. 
Isaacs [2] has investigated a special case of this problem, namely, what 
can be said when G is an elementary Abelian p-group. We state his result 
without proof. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let G and H satisjj (Y’), where G is an elementary 
Abelian p-group. Then i(xy)” ) = mn unless all of the following hold: 
(4 WI, WI) f 1% 
(b) p divides rmr or p < min(m, n), 
(c) IY m or n is a prime power, then p divides mn, and 
(d) if q > m for every prime q dividing n, then p divides n. 
In this paper, we shall be interested in dealing with arbitrary G. Since the 
proof of Theorem 1.4 relies quite heavily on the existence of central elements 
in G, it is not surprising that we have had to strengthen the hypotheses about 
H to make up for this. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let G and H satis- (*). Let x be the set of primes 
involued in (I GJ, 1 HI) and let K = O,.(H). If H/K is nilpotent, then 
[(.TY)~ j = mn. 
Observe that this theorem has two interesting special cases, namely, when 
K = 1 and when K = H. We will need several intermediate results before we 
are able to prove Theorem 1.5. Several of these results are interesting in their 
own right. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let H act transitively on R and suppose that L 4 H. Then 
all the L orbits on 12 are of equal size. Consequently, for a E R, / aL ) divides 
IJ-21. 
ProoJ Clearly, (aLJh = aLh = ahL = (a”,)” so H permutes the L orbits 
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on Q. It follows that N permutes these orbits transitively since H is transitive 
on 8. Therefore they all must be of equal size. But this means that 1~1’. / 
divides IDl. I 
LEMMA 1.7. Let H act transitively on I2 and suppose that L (I H. 
Further assume that for some a E R we have (1 aL /, /RI) = 1. Then L is 
trivial on f2. 
Proof. Lemma 1.6 tells us that / cx’ / divides ) R /. Since (1 uL /, jf2 1) = 1 we 
get that / aL / = 1. But Lemma 1.6 implies that all L orbits are of equal size. It 
is now immediate that L is trivial on 5;2. 1 
LEMMA 1.8. Suppose G and H satisfy (*) with L CI H. Then L n Ii? is 
transitive on 2 for every 2 E xH. 
Proof. Lemma 1.6 tells us that (I# /, jz”\) = 1, so Lemma 1.2 asserts 
that L, is transitive on zL. But L, = L n H,,. $ 
LEMMA 1.9. Suppose H acts on G with (IGI, JH;) = 1. Let x E G and 
h E H. Suppose that u = x-‘xh is an HJixed point. Then x = xh. 
Proof: We have that xh = XU. Hence xyhZ = (x”)” = (xu)~ = ~~24 = xuz 
and thus xhn = XU~‘. Now let n = o(h). Then x = xhn = XZI” so U” = 1. We 
conclude that O(U) divides n. But this means O(U) divides (HI and o(u) 
divides / G j, since u E G. We see that u = 1 and therefore x = xk. 1 
We now come to what is undoubtedly the most important result in this 
paper. Besides being instrumental in the proof of Theorem 1.5, this result and 
its corollaries will find other applications. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let H act by automorphisms on G with (1 G 1, j HI) = 1. 
Suppose that wx= yz lvith w. x. y, z E G and (\&‘I (yNj, I.$‘\ iz”i) = I. 
Then J!-‘w = zx-’ = u is an HJxed point, 
Suppose we knew that Theorem 1.5 were true. Then it would follow that 
~j(wx!“l =IwHj /xH/ d an we would get that / KJ” 1 l.xH i = ( yH / / zH 1. We then see 
that this Forces / bcH I to equal / yH ( and lxH / to equal 1~~ [. Therefore the 
situation occurring in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.10 really requires that 
1~~~1 = 1 :I-@ and \?‘I = 1 zH I. Of course, we may not use this information to 
prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.10. 
The proof of Theorem 1.10 breaks up into two distinct cases. In case 1, 
1 G 1 is odd, and case 2, 1 G / is even. Hence in case 1, the odd order theorem 
implies that G is solvable. and in case 2, since (1 Gj, /HI) 1 1, the odd order 
theorem implies that H is solvable. We will now prove a series of lemmas 
which wi!l be useful for case 1. For simplicity of notation, if we have groups 
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G and H, and elements WY = yz satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.10, 
we shall say that (G, H) satisfies (**) with respect to WY = yz. 
LEMMA 1.11. Suppose (G, H) satisfies (* * ) kth respect to wx = yz, 
with G solvable. Suppose N is minimal normal in G x H ufth N 5 G. Assume 
that [G, H] > 1 and that either IV # 1 or x # 1. Let - denote the canonical 
homomorphism G -+ G/N. Then N < G and (G, H) satisjies (**) bvith respect 
to E,f = J.. Also for every g E G, kve have that ( gN n gH 1 divides ( gH j. 
ProoJ Suppose that N= G. Then G is elementary Abelian. Since 
[G, H] > 1, we know that C,(H) < G. Therefore the minimality of N implies 
that C,(H) = 1. Since G = N is Abelian, we shall switch to additive notation 
in G. Now (x”) is H invariant and G is Abelian, thus it follows that (x”) = 
(JIM)= G. Let A = ~7~. Then x= c,,, a,,v, where the al,% are integers. For 
h E H,, we have x = xh = zL,EA a,, vh, thus 
Let u = x,,, 0. Clearly, u is an H fixed point, and thus u = 0. Lemma 1.2 
asserts that H, is transitive on A and thus 
Hence IH,!x=O. But (IH,I,(G()= 1, and it follows that x = 0. The same 
argument applies to (w “> and (z”) and we obtain w = 0. In multiplicative 
notation. we get that w =x = 1. This contradicts the hypotheses, and hence 
N< G. 
For g E G, we see that H is transitive on the set of cosets of N containing 
elements of g”. Thus all of these cosets contain an equal number of elements 
ofgH. Hence IgNI=jgHIIgHf3gN(. Clearly, (I~,~()~~‘(,l-~~l),;~/)=l and 
Gx = JZ Therefore (c, H) satisfies (**) with respect to KY= jE 
Furthermore, 1 gH f? gNl divides ( gH 1. 1 
LEMMA 1.12. Suppose (G, H) satisfies (*:*) bvith respect to VJX = yz, 
bvith G solvable, N minimal normal in G XI H, and N c G. Let - denote the 
canonical homomorphism G + G/N. Suppose zi = (~7)~’ M? is an H jked 
point. Let H,= N,(vN), for v E (w, x, y, z). Then (G, H,) sati.yf?es (**) lvith 
respect o lvx = yz. 
ProoJ: If zZ= (~7~’ W= Y(Y)-’ is fixed by H, it follows that H,= HF 
and H, = HF. Let K = H, and IV,, W, E tvH f? tvN. There is an h E H such 
that W: = ~7~. Thus (wN)~ = (1~~ N)h = w:N = MJ? N = KIN. Therefore, h E K 
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and K is transitive on &’ f7 \oN. Since K = HF it follows that K is also tran- 
sitive on JP n YN. Lemma I.1 1 implies that 1 u’~ 1 divides / # / and / ~7~ i 
divides / ~~1. Since H,,, E K? Lemma 1.2 implies that Ix’ / = (.yM ( and (z’ j = 
jzHI. Therefore, (G. Hcj satisfies (**) with respect to M!X = ~‘2. The same 
argument holds for H,?. I 
LEMMA 1.13. Suppose (G, H) satisfies (* + j wirh respect to wx = 3.2. 
Suppose G is solvable and N is minimal normal in G >a H with N G G and 
1 < [G, H] s N. Then G = C,(HjN with C,(H)n N= 1. Write w = aw,, 
x==bx,. y=cy,, and z=dz,, where a. b, c, d E C,(H) and w, . x, . )qi, 
z, EN. Then (N: H) satisfies (i:*) with respect to wix, = yfz,. 
Proof: Since G = C,(H)[G, H] and [G, N] c N it follows that 
C,(H)N = G. Since N is Abelian Nn C,(H) 4 N. Also Nn C,(H) Q 
C,(H). Hence Nn C,(H) 4 G. Clearly, Nn C,(H) is N invariant. Thus 
the minimality of N and [G, H] > 1 imply that N f’ C,(H) = 1. We have 
aw,bx,=cy,dz,. Clearly, ab(wfx,) = cd(yfz,). But since Nf? C,(H) = I, 
uniqueness of expression forces !-v:x, = yfz,. Since a, b E C,(H) we have 
H,, = Ha,,., = ffwi = Ww,jb = 4 x-q, * Then clearly (G, H) satisfies (+:*) with 
respect to VV~.Y~ = J~z,. I 
b3iMA 1.14, Suppose G and H sati& (*) with (I G/, ! HI) = 1 and G 
solvable. Then l(xy)” / = ( xH / / yH (. 
We observe that this lemma is a special case of Theorem 1.5. 
Pro@ We shall choose a counterexampie minimal with respect to / GI + 
lN(. Clearly, we may assume G = (sH, ~~j. Lemma 1.13 tells us there is an 
h E H such that (G, H) satisfies (**) with respect to .x”.v” = XJJ, but x f ,yh, 
Clearly this implies that [G, H] > 1. Choose N c G with N minimal normai 
in G x H. Lemma 1.11 asserts that N < G and that (G: H) satisfies (a:+) with 
respect to I J -’ + = .TJ\ Since 1 (?I < 1 G /, Lemma 1.3 implies that S = .Fh. and 
hence h E H,. Thus 1 = (?c)- ’ ,Fh is an H fixed point. Therefore. Lemma 1.12 
asserts that (G, HeF) satisfies (**) with respect to ~‘3,~’ = X,Y. But this implies 
that G and H, satisfy (e). If H.? < H3 then since h E H.? and -rhyh = ~11, the 
minimality of 1 G/ + 1 HI and Lemma 1.3 would imply that s = x”~ Hence we 
must have H,= H. Obviously the same type or argument yields H,= H. 
Since G= (.P. J?‘>, we obtain [G, H] = 1 and hence (G, H] E N. 
Now we are in the situation of Lemma 1.13. Write x = ax, and y = by: 
Lvith a. b E C,(H) and x,? ?!I EN. Then Lemma 1.13 implies that (N.Hj 
satisfies (*Y:) with respect to X~J, = .Y:“$. Since b E C,(H), we see that 
XT y, = (x: ?-,,Jh- But CI E C,(H), hence H, = H,,, = H,, = If,,+ ~ Thus j xzi I = 
j(s$“/ and similarly j J!~/ = / ~71. Because N < G, the minimality of [G! + I r$/ 
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and Lemma 1.3 imply that xf” = x:. Then clearly X: =x1 and hence 
(ax,)” = ax,. Thus xh =x, which is a contradiction. I 
Proof of Theorem 1.10 
Case 1: (Cl is odd. We shall work in a counterexample minimal with 
respect to ) GI + j Hi. Clearly, we may assume that G = (@, ,yH, #r, z”) and 
that [G, H] > 1. Choose N s G with N minimal normal in G H H. 
Lemma 1.11 asserts that (G, H) satisfies (**) with respect to W-Y= ~75. Let 
u = JT-‘W. Since (GI < 1 G/, we get that d = (~7) ’ W is an H fixed point. Let 
K= H,. Lemma 1.12 asserts that (G,K) satisfies (**) with respect to 
HX = -JZ. Suppose that K < H. Then the minimality of 1 G( + ) HJ implies that 
u is a K fixed point. But H,,, z K c H, and hence IuHJ divides / IV”/. We also 
observe that (181, Ix”!) = 1. Lemma 1.14 asserts that j(u.~)“[ = 1~~1 [A-“(. 
But u = zx- ’ so ux = z. Thus we obtain /zH/ = lxH/ 1~~ /. But 1~~ j divides 
) EJ”) and (I ~~1, lz”l) = 1. Therefore 1~“) = 1 and u is an H fixed point. 
Therefore, we may assume that K = H. The same type of argument implies 
that H,= H,= H.F= H,-= H. 
We now have that E, X, y, YE C,(H). Clearly this implies that [G, H] = 1 
and that [G? H] c N. We observe that we are now in the situation of 
Lemma 1.13, so in that notation, we have that (N, H) satisfies (**) with 
respect to W:X, = yfz,. Since N < G, the minimality of IGj + [HI implies 
that zx, -’ is an H fixed point. But b, d E C,(H), so dz,x;‘b-’ is an H fixed 
point. Thus u = zxx-’ = (dz,)(x;‘b-‘) is an H fixed point. This is a 
contradiction. D 
The proof of Case 2 of Theorem 1.10 uses arguments quite different from 
those we employed in Case 1. Before we begin, we need some definitions and 
some preliminary lemmas. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a group with E and F subsets of,G. Define EF = 
{efleEE,fEF}. For gEG, define Eg=(egIeEE). Define gE in a 
similar fashion. 
LEMMA 1.15. Let E be a subset of G with (IEI, jG\) = 1. For g E G, if 
Eg=E or fgE=E, then g= 1. 
ProoJ Clearly, (g} acts on E by right (or left) multiplication, so the 
orbits under this action all have the same size, namely, o(g). Therefore, o(g) 
divides /E I. But o(g) divides ) G/ and (1 GI, ) El) = 1. Thus o(g) = 1 and 
g=l. I 
LEMMA 1.16. Let H act on G with x, y E G and (1 x” 1, ( Cl) = 1. For u, 
v E G, 
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(1) if (.X”)U = (JQ, then 2X-I E C,(H), and 
(2) ifu(x”) = v(J,~), then v-‘u E C,(H). 
Proof. Suppose (x”)u = (y”)v. Let g= VU-!. Then (v”) g = xH. For 
.h E H, we have that (v”) gh = xH, since (x”)” = x”. Hence ~7~’ = (x”) gP t = 
(.YHgh) g- 1v and therefore 4jH = (~1”) ghg-‘. Lemma 1.15 implies that 
ghg-’ = 1, and therefore g = gh. It follows that cu-r is an H fixed point, 
Thus (1) is proved. The same type of argument establishes (2). m 
LEMMA 1.17. Let 71 be a set of primes. Suppose that G acts transitivel!, 
on l2 with (R / a 71 number. Further suppose that there Is a K C_ G with 1 G : K j 
a z’ number. Then K acts transitively on B (j3, p. 61). 
Proof. For a E J2, 
(G:KJ \&‘I = IG:KI IK:KJ = /G:G,I jG,:K,j = Ii-T IK:K,I. 
Hence (Q] divides ]G:K](cP]. S’ mce I G :K] is a 71’ number, it follows that 
]Q] divides ]c?/. Hence Q=cr”. B 
LEMMA 1.18. Let (G, H) satisfy (**) with respect to wx = yz. Suppose 
thatKCHtt’ithlH:Kj=pa,wherepisaprirne.Ifu=zx~’=~-‘,visaK 
&ed point, then u is an Hj?xed point. 
Proof. Since (/I+‘~ ] ] yw (, (P ] ]z”]) = 1, it follows that either p does not 
divide ( u’” ( ( yJ1 / or p does not divide IX” ] ]z” /. Assume that p does not 
divide ] ivH ( ] yH(. Then Lemma 1.17 implies that IV” = ulR and yH = JIM. Take 
the equation )I’ = J(ZX-‘) and act on it by k E K. We obtain iqk = .rk(z.u-‘), 
As k runs through K, it is apparent that 1~~ = J~‘(z.Y-‘). Hence (IV”)X = 
($‘)z. Now Lemma 1.16 implies that u = ZX- ’ is an H fixed point. 
Apparently, if p does not divide 1~” ] It” / the same argument shows that 
II = J -‘by is an H fixed point. 1 
We now are in a position to prove Case 2 of Theorem 1.10. Since we have 
already proved Case 1. this will finish the proof of the theorem. 
Proof qf Theorem 1.10 
Case 2: (G] is even. We may assume that H is solvable. We shall 
proceed by induction on (Hi. Since H is solvable, we can find a K 4 H with 
/H: KI = p, where p is a prime. Lemma 1.6 implies that (G, K) satisfies (*:k) 
with respect to ~VX = JJZ. Since K < H, we may assume that u = 2X-l = 1;!- ‘~3 
is a K fixed point. But them Lemma 1.18 asserts that 21 is an H fixed 
point. 1 
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Theorem 1.10 can be slightly strengthened. This stronger version will be 
useful later. 
COROLLARY 1.19. Suppose (G, H) satisfies (+*) with respect to XC = yz 
except that (I GI, 1 HI) need not be 1. Let ;T be the set of primes incolued ipz 
(1 Gj, lH() and let K = O,,(H). rf HjK is nilpotent, then u = z-‘,Y is- an H 
fixed point. 
Proof We proceed by induction on 1 HI. Theorem 1.10 aliows us to 
assume that H > K. Let p be a prime dividing (H:KI. Let P/K = O,(H,/K) 
and Q/K = O,,(H/K). Suppose that P < H. Since P (i H, Lemma 1.6 and 
induction imply that u is a P fixed point. But Q < H, so the same argument 
implies that u is a Q fixed point. However, H/K = P/K X Q/K, and therefore 
u is an H fixed point. Therefore, we may assume that \H :K / = p“. Since 
K < H, induction implies that u is a K fixed point. Then Lemma 1.18 asserts 
that u is an H fixed point. i 
We now can prove 
THEOREM 1.5 (Weak version). Let G and H satisfy- (*) ~tlith 
(I GI, /HI) = 1. Then I(xJ~)” 1 = mn. 
ProoJ: Suppose .xh)rh = . 1 f -XJ or h E H. Then clearly (G. H) satisfies (*:!::I 
with respect to ,Y~JJ~ = XJ’. Theorem 1.10 asserts that u = JI- IX” is an H fixed 
point. But then Lemma 1.9 tells us that x = x’. Hence Lemma 1.3 asserts 
thaq i(ql)” ( = mn. I 
L MMA 1.20 (Orbit cancellation). Let (G, H) satisj$ ICY:) with respect to 
1I’X = J’Z. If wH = yH, then xH = zH. If xH = zH, then wH = f. 
Pr ojI Suppose I# = -rH. Then there is an h E H such that y” = D’. 
Theorem I. 10 tells us that u = 4’~ * 1~ = J! ‘yh is an H fixed point. But then 
Lemma 1.9 implies that w = jyh = y. It follows that x = z and that X’ = zfi. 
The s?me argument shows that -yH = zH implies 1.~7~ = yH. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let /1 = {z” 1 z E xH } and R = (z” I z E yfi \= Let 
1.~’ (= a and / yg / = b. Clearly, (,a. b) = 1. Thus for any S E n and T E ,?, 
the weak form of Theorem 1.5 asserts that JSTI = ab. Lemma 1.3 implies 
that for u E S and u E T, that ST = (urlj” c (xE,)~. If we can show that for 
S,,S,EAandT,, T,Ea,S,T,nSzT2==0unlessS,=SzandT,=71. 
then we will be done since then (XJJ)” = jn I [RI ab = (a /A l)(b IR 1) = mn. 
Assume that S, T, n S2Tz # 0. Then we have X, 2’; =xzyz. where 
x, E s 1, yI E T,. x2 E ST, and y2 E T,. Lemma 1.2 asserts that S, T, = 
(x, ~r)~ = (x2 ~7~)~ = Sz T2. Thus S, T, = S? T?. Lemma 11.2 implies that 
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there is an R E H such that .x: = x2 and y$ = y2. Let S = S, and T = Tl . 
Since (XT)” = (-#, we see that ST = ShTh. 
Clearly, H acts on il U Q, so let L be the kernel of that action. Since 
K 5 L, it is apparent that H/L is nilpotent. Let - denote the canonical 
homomorphism from H to H/L. If L = H, then S, = S2 and T, = T,, hence 
(xy)” = mn. Therefore we may assume that (H : L / > 1. 
Now H acts faithfully on II U ~2. Let li?, be the kernel of the action of fi 
on II and let it?, be the kernel of the action of a on Q. We claim that E = 
li?, x Ic?, and that ([&?A, Ifi I) = 1. Let 7 be the set of primes invoived in 
/Ii: L j. For p E y, let P = O&i?,. We need to show that either PC M, or 
Pcii?? and that if PEGi, then pnaj= 1 fur i, jE (1,2} and if j. 
Since p acts faithfully on li U Q, we know that either p is not trivial on n 
or p is not trivial on 0. Assume that p is not trivial on A. Then Lemma 1.6 
implies that p divides IQ\. But then p does not divide /R j and Lemma 1.7 
asserts that PS i@*. Since Fn M, is trivial on n U 0, we conclude that 
Pfjfi, = 1. The claim is proved. 
We have that ShTh = ST and hence SET’ = ST. Let k = mn with m E M, 
and n E M2. Since (h) = (tij x (ti>, it follows that fi and E are both powers - - 
of 6. Therefore S”T” = ST and S”T” = ST. Hence S”T= ST and 
ST” = ST. Since S”T= ST, there must be a )I’ E S and a z E T such that 
x”y = wz. Then (G, H) satisfies (*y: j with respect to .tc’y = 1%‘~ and 
Lemma 1.20 implies that S, = S” = S. The same argument yields T, = 
T”’ = T. Thus we have shown S, = Sz and T, = T2. 1 
Theorem 1.5 tells us that if G and H satisfy (4:) and if (1 G(: / HJ) = 1 or 1-l 
is nilpotent or K Q H with (1 GI. 1 KI) = 1 and H/K is nilpotent, :nen 
l(~y)~I = mu. An obvious question to be asked is, what happens when ‘!iere 
is a subgroup K 4 H with K nilpotent and (1 H/K 1, j G/) = l? .k 
Let G be the dihedral group of order 14. Say that G = CU. where C * (c/ 
with o(c) = 7 and U= (uj with o(u) = 2. Since Z(G) = 1. we may P xtme i: 
that G C_ aut(G). In fact we have G = inn(G) 4 am(G). There is a 
c~ E aut(,G) with a(c) = c2 and CJ(U) = U. Clearly, o(c) = 3. Since C is charac- 
teristic in G and G (I aut(G), it follows that (u> c N,,,,,,(C) and th$t H = 
C(a) is a group of order 21. Now \cNI = 3 and ] ufr / = 7. but clearly I(cu)“! = 
7 # 2 I. Thus the structure imposed on H in the hypotheses of Theorem 1.5 
cannot be weakened to include this type of situation. 
Suppose H acts on G and let rt be the set of primes involves in (1 G/, IN(‘). 
Let K = O,,(H) and suppose that H/K is nilpotent. For each integer m. 
define orn = {xH / x E G, IxH( = m). Suppose that .4 E Qrn and B E a’,( with 
(m, n) = 1. Then Theorem 1.5 implies that AB E Brnn. Since we have a map 
@P,, ‘i( @m --) @ml given by (A, B) + AB, it is not unreasonable to ask if there 
is any connection between I Qp,j, j @,J. and j @J~:J. 
THEOREM 1.21. Suppose H acts O?I G and lea 71 be the set of primes 
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imolued in (I G/, /HI). Let K = O,,(H) an d assume that H/K is nilpotent. Let 
m and n be integers with (m, n) = 1. Then ) Qrn (( Qn 1 < 1 QNl,, / ( C,(H)I. 
We observe that C,(H) = @i, so we could have written the conclusion of 
this theorem as / @,,,I 1 Qn( < 1 @,,,I / 0, /. 
ProoJ: Let AE@,, BE@,, and C=AB. Look at Ac = 
fEF)lEE @,n, FE @,, and EF = C). Fix ni E A and x E B. Since 
IEl IFI = IEFl and EF= AB, it is clear that there is a unique JJE E and 
z E F such that JT~X = yz. Corollary 1.19 implies that zl= Z-X- ’ E C,(H). 
Therefore we have a well-defined map from A, into C,(H), given by 
(E,F)-tzx-‘=y-~‘w=~. Suppose that (E,,F,)-,z,x-l=~‘;l”,=~. 
Then if follows that z = z, and JJ = J,, and thus E, = E and F, = F. Hence 
this map is 1-1. Pick u E C,(H). Let E = Au -’ and F = uB. Then 
(E, F) E A, and clearly LVX = (wu ~ I)(U). Hence (E, F) + (U-Y) x- ’ = U. 
Therefore this map is onto. Hence 111,) = (C,(H)(. 
Let /3 = (D E Qm,, I D = IJ for I E @,,, and JE @,,}. Clearly, /I c Qmn. 
LoOk at Q=UDEon,. Clearly, I~l=~,,,I~,l=IPIl~,l=I~ll~,(~)l. 
But we may also write R = {(I, J) I Z E Qrn and JE @,). Hence Ial= 
1 Qrn / / Q,, 1. Therefore I /3I I C,(H)1 = / @,,, I I Qn I. Since /3 c Qnln, we see that 
l~mnII~,~~~I~l~,ll~,I~ 1 
Notice that we have proved more than we claimed. If /I is the set of all 
orbits of size mn which can be realized as the product of an orbit of size m 
and an orbit of size II, with (m, 11) = 1, then we have strict equality, namely, 
l/3 IC,(H)I = I QmJ / Qnl. It is worth observing that there are cases when 
l/3 < I Qmn(. For example, let G = C,. Then let H = aut(G) 2 C,. Clearly, 
when H acts on G, there is an orbit of size 6, but it cannot be realized as the 
product of an orbit of size 2 and an orbit of size 3. 
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